
An Actor Despairs Review 

The production started with actors coming into the audience introducing the production 
as a screening for a sitcom. A confusing proposal, one I hoped would make more sense as 
the production went on. I also noticed something when this carried out, the cast gathered 
to talked to their friends in the audience. This was slightly disappointing to see this 
exclusion taking place and feeling something that no audience wants to feel; isolation. In 
the future, I would push the cast to talk to everyone in an audience or none. 

 Max Dobson is a very talented writer and that is not a controversial thought, everyone in 
the audience could obviously see that. The characters were fully developed, plot points 
were good, and dialogue is beautifully done at times. For example, I adored the 
friendship between Tom (played by Cameron Wright) and Jack (played by Ethan 
Chappell-Mason). It flowed and seemed so real, especially with the awkward blossoming 
romance between Jack and Max (Anna Robinson). However, I would encourage Dobson 
to develop his inclusion of comedy in his work. For examples, at times innuendos felt 
added for the sake of innuendos, not for comedic affect. This with the strange additions, 
like all the cast signing “did someone say just eats?”, just felt unnecessary.  

Speaking of comedy, Jan (Isha Kahira) and Mathew (Adam Bosher) grew on me. They felt 
like weird additions at the beginning but as they became exposition for the other 
character and started adding to the plot, they were brilliant. Isha is so funny, her sharp 
sass and dismissive wit was amazing. Adam is such a dramatic guy, I adored them 
together. In fact, I wanted more of them and that is such a brilliant sign. 

As a viewer, I felt that the crew’s research question "What happens when you mix what is 
naturalist with what is abstract?" doesn’t apply to this performance. Perhaps it is me not 
being able to see the broader picture, but I couldn’t see anything abstract in the situations 
they were proposing. For example, there is nothing abstract about being ambitious or 
about being upset because you lost a job, etc. In the future, I would encourage the crew 
to make what they deem “abstract” much more prevalent, if that is their intended focus.  

I also found the setting a strange addition. Why was it a sitcom? Kneehigh believe in 
creating a narrative and being a “servant to the story.” I had no idea what this setting 
added to the story. Perhaps, the crew was stating the irony of the production making a 
comment on the entertainment industry by being inherently in that same industry. It is 
such an interesting concept, it just felt lost, but I would love to see it again with a more 
realised idea around it.  

I liked the addition of music. The melody added to the speeches, adding to the intended 
take-away of the monologues/duologues. The staging was simple and so, so, so effective. 
I adored the confetti canons; they were beautifully comedic. Anna Robison was also a 
drop of sunshine onstage and I would urge other theatre creators to not sleep on the 
talent showcased on that stage.  

In short, An Actor Despairs was lovely. There were creases that needed ironing out of 
course. However, I believe that this production is a very good indication of the talent in 
this department and I cannot wait to see it get even better.		
 



 
Student Workshop Review - An Actor Despairs 

 
An Actor Despairs follows the multiple journeys of young adults in establishing themselves in 
the ‘real world’. An aspiring actor Tom took the decision to pursue theatre straight after high 
school, but without achieving his big break, he constantly faces feelings of doubting his self-
worth, pessimism, and nihilism. Similar feelings occupy his friends, Max and Jack, who also 
embark on a path of finding their true dreams. 
 
Max Dobson created writing that was earnest, natural and self-aware with versatility ranging 
from comedic to dramatic.  With well-placed and witty call-backs, the script held a steady pace. 
Adding emotional depth to characters especially Jack, who was predominantly shaped by 
comedic writing is only one example of writing’s versatility. Anna Robinson’s monologue stood 
as an emotional peak of the play, heavily anchored in the writing. In conjunction with the more 
abstract elements of the play, the pressures from her family, the true meaning of her dreams, 
and finding “authentic joy” carried incredible emotional weight. 
 
The individuality that the actors brought to each of their characters made them extremely 
delightful to watch. With support from an exceptional script, they truly embodied their 
characters’ optimism, insecurities and feelings of uncertainty. The character that deviated the 
most from the Naturalist element was Matthew played by Adam Bosher. But the expectation of 
such an exaggerated character to be jarring with exceptionally ‘normal’ characters was 
immediately proved wrong. As he danced through the audience for his entrance, he became a 
lovable character that came to represent the most stereotypical and dramatic theatre student 
anyone can conjure. Coupled with character of Jan, they became an unstoppable comedic duo. 
 
 
The music was very effectively placed, especially through the transitions. The use of the remix 
of the song Mbube, with trap elements was an effective choice to reflect the time in which the 
play is set in. But the song also foreshadowed that Tom’s ‘peak’ is still to be accomplished. The 
audio-visuals in Max’s monologue played like a memory reel which really lifted the scene. 
 
The play between foreground and background scenes created by the staging were well-
thought and added more nuance. Beginning from the staging, the play seemed to tilt more 
towards its naturalist elements like the narrative and characters but when abstract elements 
were introduced, it succeeded in creating an otherworldly atmosphere, especially during 
monologues. The mind and thoughts of the characters were represented with abstract 
Kneehigh elements, which created a world of ambiguity that had no space in the naturalist 
reality of all the characters’ situations. If a balance between the two elements was intended, it 
fell short of that, but this mixture did not lack execution. 
 
In an added layer of interpretation, Stanislavsky’s system and steps of engaging with a character 
mirrored the character developments as they navigate through the different steps in engaging 
with their dreams. These steps and feelings were given universality by the play, where students 
and parents alike were left reflecting on the true meanings of dream 
  



‘An Actor Despairs’ review 

An electric amalgamation of comedic writing and stellar performances, ‘An Actor Despairs’ not 
only had audience members guffawing in their seats, but also emotionally engaging with 
characters in moments of adversity. 

Upon entering the theatre, the audience were greeted by a rather sparse stage, but familiar 
hallmarks such as empty cans and red solo cups hinted that the action of the play was set 
close to home. The chemistry between Tom and Jack (two best friends played by Cameron 
Wight and Ethan Chappell-Mason), immediately grabbed the audience’s attention. Max 
Dobson’s writing combined with Chappell-Mason’s ebullient, boisterous performance made 
Jack an excellent foil for the more self-conscious Tom. Chappell-Mason quickly proved himself 
to be a natural comedian and his charisma was palpable whenever he was on stage. 

Comedy was not in short supply in this production. Isha Kahira and Adam Bosher made a 
brilliant double-act playing the fiercely competitive Jan and Matthew and their histrionics 
always resulted in audience laughter. Kahira’s gum-chewing, grouchy receptionist made a 
fantastic counterpart to Bosher’s hilarious parody of an aspiring thespian. The play’s self-
deprecating jokes about the trope of the suffering artist were refreshing and expertly 
executed. Bosher unabashedly milked every moment on stage and his hysterical fit after 
getting rejected for the role of ‘Vicar 4’ was a particular highlight. Moreover, the play’s fully 
fledged meta elements were not simply added – as metatheatrical jokes so often are – in an 
attempt to be ‘edgy’: they contrasted sombre moments and added hilarity to the play. 

Dobson’s thematic choices were apposite for an audience filled with young adults: issues such 
as self-doubt, rebelling against your parents and choosing a career were maturely discussed. 
Chappell-Mason showcased his ability to traverse a wide emotional spectrum by revealing a 
much softer side to his character after he loses his job: Jack turns out to be much more than 
just comic relief and his reflective speech on needing to find purpose felt incredibly genuine. 

Another moment where Dobson’s writing shone was when Max realises that her true calling is 
to be a fashion designer. In this scene, she addresses the audience and the play moves away 
from the world of naturalism into a more abstract presentation of events. This abstraction was 
jarring at first, perhaps due to the sudden switch to Max’s perspective, the dramatic change in 
lighting (a spotlight on Max and the rest of the stage in comparative darkness) and the use of 
physical theatre to underline the key points of the monologue. This juxtaposition of 
abstraction and naturalism, however, enabled Dobson to write in the vernacular as well as 
showcase a more poetic style. Max’s monologue could have easily sounded saccharine or 
glib, but Dobson’s poignant metaphors proved that his writing is not confined by the 
language of the everyday. 

In all, ‘An Actor Despairs’ was a masterclass in balancing what is heartfelt and genuine with 
straight-up silly comedy and I look forward to see what the members of this project decide to 
tackle next



 


